
www.projectthirtyfour.co.uk 

Project Thirty Four  is  a  UK  based,  bespoke solution, to  
commercial 1 ton pickup and 4WD needs.   
We  specialise  in various different types of vehicle enhancement, 
catering  for  the  commercial arena where operators require a  
1 ton pickup that is both useable as a car and a commercial  
vehicle in both the off-road and travel  arena;  if your desire  

is to go travelling. 

  Whilst we choose to undertake a lot of our work with Toyota  
      vehicles, Project Thirty Four  is an independent company which  
      is not affiliated to or approved or authorised by Toyota. 
 
      The  founder  of  Project Thirty Four has in  excess  of  25   
years of  off-road and travel experience.   During  this  period,  
 it  has been apparent that whilst the bespoke vehicles are  
wonderfully fit for purpose at the point in time, they can be less so at 
the point of disposal. 
 
As  a result, the ethos and principles of Project Thirty Four are  
simple. Everything that is used  to  enhance  a vehicle  
 must  have the  ability  to  be  added  and subsequently   
removed,  without any  cutting,  welding or bending,  
leaving absolutely  no trace of modification.  thus  
causing little or no change to the resale value 
 of the vehicle. 



Our bespoke bodies are built to current EU legislation, under license,  by a vehicle body builder with in  
excess of 75 years of experience. They are designed to transform a regular pick up into a far more  

versatile vehicle. They are built to withstand the rigours of daily use and have a 3 year structural warranty 
 to support this. 

Our recommended chassis is Toyota Hilux as these vehicles have been proven the world over 
for decades.  
 

However, we also supply other manufacturers 1 ton pickups, with at least a 3 year warranty,  
or can convert your existing vehicle. 

For more information 
email: info@projectthirtyfour.co.uk visit www.projectthirtyfour.co.uk  

call 0330 660 0340 

Double Cab 

Extra Cab 

Dimensions 1750mm  x 1750mm 
 
Benefits over a standard body 
 
 Difference of  1.04 sq m 
 Increase of 51% useable space over a standard 

body 
 A Project Thirty Four Body will carry 2 x 1200mm x 

800mm pallets, whereas a standard body will only 
carry one 

Single Cab 
Dimensions 1720mm x 2600mm 
 
Benefits over a standard body 
 

 Difference of  1.234 sq m 
 Increase of 38% useable space over a standard 

body 
 A Project Thirty Four Body will carry 4 x 1200mm x 

800mm pallets, whereas a standard body will only 
carry one 

Standard Extra Cab body 

Dimensions 1720mm x 2070mm 
 
Benefits over a standard body 
 
 Difference of  1.12 sq m 
 Increase of 45.9% useable space over a standard 

body 
 A Project Thirty Four Body will carry 3 x 1200mm x 

800mm pallets, whereas a standard body will only 
carry one 
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